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Zero Waste
The California Almond Board (a pseudogovernmental organization) recently
published its 2025 goals: Water Conservation, Pest
Management, Reducing Harvest Dust, and Zero Waste. In
our last newsletter we discussed water conservation. In the
past we’ve mentioned our pest management strategy of
providing a safe habitat for beneficial insects, and we
practically eliminate dust by harvesting onto tarps and
minimizing equipment use in the orchard. Here, we'd like to
discuss our farm's efforts towards zero waste. Zero waste
agriculture involves optimizing use of agricultural inputs,
byproducts, and resources. The ultimate goal is for no trash
(in this case, no trash related to the production of almonds)
to be sent to landfills, incinerators, or the ocean. To
understand zero waste at Capay Hills Orchard you first
need to understand Brian Paddock. Brian's parents
experienced the Great Depression and learned to conserve
all resources and waste none. Brian inherited that
characteristic. On our farm we are as close to zero waste

as you can get. The end result of our farming (operations
and marketing) results in only 1-2 lb. of waste created every
month! The state average is 455 lb. of waste per acre per
month! How do we do that?! Through regular practices
grounded in the principles of efficiency and conservation we
greatly reduce our waste production. Our first step is to farm
as efficiently and conservatively as possible as it pertains to
energy, water, and resource use. Inputs are only applied to
the level required and only after foliar and soil testing, where
we can more precisely measure the needs of the trees. This
means we only irrigate when we need to as determined by
monitoring the current leaf water potential in our foliar
testing. We irrigate with the most efficient irrigation system
available, using groundwater pumped from a well on-site
powered by solar panels on our barn. We also have zero
water run-off during irrigation, and very little during winter

storms. Excess water created during rain storms is harnessed by our cover crop (more specifically, the cover crop's root and
stem system), which is part of our strategy to maximize water infiltration. Another part that helps our orchard maximize water
infiltration is through the mycorrhizal fungi that we inoculated into our orchard ground/root layer several years ago and
which has since increased the surface area (and therefore the water capacity) or our almond tree roots.
Keeping in mind our commitment to efficiency and conservation, we also carefully monitor nutrient levels in the orchard soil.
We only add nutrients when testing determines it is required, and then only to the amount necessary. Occasionally our soil
lacks a certain micro-nutrient the trees need. When we order a supply of whatever nutrient the soil is deficient in, the
resource typically arrives in plastic jugs, packaged in cardboard boxes. Every drip from each jug is accounted for and applied
to the soil. Each jug is then triple-rinsed and finally recycled. Cardboard boxes used to package the nutrients are cut up and
repurposed as packing materials. Even our motor oil for personal and farm vehicles get recycled!
We farm under the concept of "regenerative agriculture," which greatly influences what ways we choose to implement our
practices of efficiency and conservation. This practice of regenerative agriculture means e regenerate topsoil, increase
biodiversity, improve water cycles, enhance our ecosystem, support bio-sequestration, and recycle as much farm waste as
possible. Just about everything is re-used, repurposed, or recycled. Even our orchard and yard prunings are chipped and
integrated into the soil to be transformed into a future store of nitrogen for the trees.
We simply operate in a manner to minimize agricultural pollution as much as possible and maximize the use of available
resources by creating a closed loop method for farming where nothing is wasted or contaminated. Zero waste farming was
really the way that farming was practiced for many generations prior to “conventional” modern farming practices, which
skyrocketed in popularity after WWII. By practicing zero waste in regenerative agriculture, the output of one process is the
input of another via practices such as composting. It’s not really a new concept. Even all household food waste here is either
composted or fed to the chickens or occasionally the cats and dogs. The cycle continues when the chicken manure created is
composted further and then distributed in the orchard and around the fruit trees in our yard during the growing season.
Essentially, zero waste farming is just using creativity and common sense to accomplish something while being careful
stewards of our limited resources. Farmers have to use their land to its full potential or their income will diminish. They have to
reduce all waste, but especially water waste since supply can be limited and expensive. Almond hulls are sold for cattle feed.
Shells are used as a soil amendment, animal bedding, plastics additive, etc. There 66 ongoing research projects identifying
other uses for almond shells. These mentioned are only a few!
In short, the almond industry in California is one of the leading industries in championing zero waste. It is a primary goal of
the Almond Board of California to reduce waste created by the industry as well as reduce excessive use of precious
resources. These are the same goals of the vast majority of almond farmers out there, and it is certainly the primary goal of
Capay Hills Orchard, because we value the whole integrity of our almonds, not just their great taste or the fact that we can
slap a "certified organic" label on our products. We also care not just for the tree but the environment in which the tree
grows, which for us is the very same environment we all live in. It is a stewardship not limited to a specific product but is
rather a holistic approach to stewardship, and that's how we farm at Capay Hills Orchard.

IN MEMORIAM
TRAVIS
Many of you know by now through our Facebook
page that this summer, June 27, we said goodbye to our oldest farm dog, Travis. Travis first
came to us on the farm in June of 2004, as a
two-month-old puppy. We had been considering getting a farm dog ever since we moved to the country, but hadn't
considered it very seriously since we had been kept pretty preoccupied. But after one of Kyle and Nicholas' evening
baseball games, we found ourselves at home with a small, very furry, black ball of energy--a gift from one of Kyle and
Nicholas' teammates with 5 half-Border Collie-half McNab cattle dog puppies looking for a home. Travis wasn't our first
puppy, but he was our first farm dog. We had previously owned a Samoyed-German Shepherd named Vita, but she had
died shortly before we bought the farm.
Some of Travis' most memorable characteristics were his intelligence, his faithfulness, his work ability, his energy, and his
moodiness. Travis was a very smart dog, and that of course made him easy to train and easy for him to understand when he
had done something wrong. And as a young dog he did a lot of things wrong--chasing the neighbor's cattle, chasing cars,
chasing our cats, kids, and chickens, barking non-stop when the kids were in the pool, and chewing up garden hoses--but
as soon as you caught him in the act, he was usually very penitent. He was just so chock-full of energy he needed ways to
let it out. One way we helped him let it out was through taking him on long walks every day. Up until the age of 15, almost
16, he would go with Brian and Gretchen on their daily morning walks, which usually lasted an hour. He always loved those,
even when he got to the age where they were a physical struggle. He also demonstrated his faithfulness in those walks by
never straying too far from us. Because we live on a country road and train our dogs well, our dogs go on walks without
leashes. While our second dog Roxy might disappear for bit following a rabbit trail down in the creek, Travis didn't let
himself get distracted and never strayed more than 20 feet ahead of us and as soon as we called him back if a car was
coming he would come back and sit down, though we sometimes had to hold him back from chasing the car.Travis was also
a leader. Until he got too old to care anymore, he was the alpha dog for sure. Coming back from walks, Travis would make
sure that all the other dogs stayed behind him as we got to the top of the driveway. Travis also was an excellent guard dog
and knew who he didn't like: people who came to the house at night, people wearing boots, and the Pacific Gas & Electric
employees, since they never knocked on the front door but went around back by themselves to do their maintenance work.
Travis could also be a very moody dog, increasingly as he aged. He was just a funny old dog who didn't know if he wanted
to be petted or not. Sometimes he'd growl if you tried to pet him, which would make you think he's just a dog that doesn't
like people. But he always wanted to be around us, his people. One of Brian's memories of Travis is that whenever he (Brian)
was out working in the orchard, Travis was always somewhere close by, hanging around. As Travis got older he couldn't
handle the heat as well with his thick fur coat, so he was often let inside on summer days. He didn't demand much attention
indoors, but he would always move himself to wherever we ended up congregating, whether that was the family room while
we watched a movie together or the kitchen while we ate dinner (and he'd often try to sleep under the table while we ate).
During his last year or so of life he made the barn his home, since he'd be disturbed by the other dogs less and didn't have
to move as often. He usually preferred to sleep under our conveyor belt, which is our packaging table most of the time.
A memory we all share of Travis was how much he loved car rides. If you left the back open to a car, you might come back
to the car to find him sitting in there! There's a neat picture we share at the bottom of this article of Travis sleeping in the
foot area of the driver's seat of our '87 Subaru, which was open while Brian was working on the door!
Travis was definitely a handful at times, but he was a
good dog and we are so thankful for the 16 years we
had with him. We also thank God for the
peacefulness of his death and for the fact that he
went on his own and that he had been doing well up
until he died. We couldn't have asked God for a
better passing for him. Rest in peace, old man. You've
earned it.

Meet the Farmer:
Rebecca Paddock

Every Paddock kid has a particular job that is their own or a particular
way in which they most contribute to the family farm. Becca is the
manager of our Instagram page--so she is in charge of posting cool
pictures several times a week for that, though she also joins in other
orchard tasks such as harvesting and knocking mummies. Becca enjoys

Our last farmer! Becca Paddock is the 6th-born

managing the Instagram account the most though because she still

among the Paddock kids, and she is the second

learns more about farming through this job and she enjoys taking the

kid to be raised from birth on the farm (Josh was

pictures. Her least favorite orchard job is the same as everyone else--

the first). Becca is currently entering high school

gleaning the almonds from the orchard after harvest.

and will turn 15 in a month. She is one of the last

All in all, Becca loves living on a farm, though she admits it is a lot of

Paddock kids still living at home!

work!

When we planted the back half of the orchard,
Becca was only 4 1/2, but she still has memories
of that time. In particular she remembers being
part of the water crew and riding in our little red
wagon (a wooden Radio Flyer that still is used to
haul almonds up to the house from the barn!) to
bring water to all the hard-working tree planters.
Other great moments of living on the farm that
she gets to add to each year are seeing the
almond blossoms, wildflowers, and cover crop in
bloom and she also greatly enjoys driving our
ATV! In the picture to the side, she is with Josh,
who is pretending to drive the ATV at the age of
six or seven.

We hope you all have enjoyed reading up on our latest farm articles! Check out our Instagram and
Facebook pages for more frequent updates on the farm. For now, we've got to get back to our first
harvest!

